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the aims of this study were to establish the reliability and validity of arabic versions of the parental bonding instrument for use with arabic speaking parents and to establish a construct of parental bonding in the arab world. the parental bonding instrument-revised (pbi-r) is a revised version of the original
parental bonding instrument. the presence of unilateral labial diastema (uld) in arabic text has proven to be a problem for automatic arabic word recognition applications. the uld condition disrupts information extraction algorithms from arabic textual data because of the non-uniformity of characters in the
arabic script. a model named j-urld is proposed for the simulation of uld based on the frequency domain of the arabic characters. six arabic normalization forms with different missing forms of j-urld are generated and annotated with the unseen word forms. a heuristic approach is proposed to select the right
normalization form for each word. an experiment was performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed method on the unseen arabic words. the results show that the proposed method outperforms seven state-of-the-art normalization forms with overall 73.43% accuracy. this paper presents an
investigation of the visual complexity of the arabic script using a large database, detailed statistical analyses of the arabic writing system, and a large-scale empirically-based classification of the most common arabic writing styles. the visual complexity index (vci) is applied to arabic for the first time, and a
database of 2160 arabic words is compiled with its frequency and graphical characteristics. from the database, ten most frequent handwritten arabic words are selected, as well as a set of 240 randomly chosen words. the data are processed statistically and physically, and a preliminary classification is
made of four broad categories of arabic writing styles. the examination of the different visual characteristics of arabic in the dataset shows that the most notable features of the writing system are the kasra/jaw (including all related latin and greek prefixes, noun stems, and particle affixes), akhnariya
(farsiki), and the other simple linear and lateral and diacritic features like the letters zw-, az-, th- plus their pseudo-compounds (figures 1 and 2).
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this work describes algorithms for arabic text recognition using the state-of-the-art font identification methods, including a novel step for identifying and classifying arabic fonts. experiments were carried out using 960 scanned images of 50 authentic arabic documents, together with a new benchmark
collection of 320 images. the results show that the best currently used font identification method with a token-based classification can achieve an average accuracy of 85.51% for arabic font identification, with an average recall of 97.96%. the proposed segmentation-based classification method can achieve

the best average recall of 97.48%, with a comparable average accuracy of 84.19%. moreover, comparing the result obtained by using the state-of-the-art and the proposed algorithms, we found that the proposed method provides more robust recognition results. in this paper, we describe the arabic text
recognition problem with the focus on the processing of arabic (arabic and jordan) ocr. the contribution of this paper is the development of a robust method that achieves the best recognition accuracy for arabic ocr. the approach includes: a segmentation-based classification system which is based on the
conjunction of a rule-based and a context-based classification techniques; an adjacency-based arabic text recognition system; an arabic spectral analysis; and an arabic character encoding system. the evaluation results showed that our proposed arabic segmentation-based classification system achieved

the highest recognition accuracy, compared to the other three existing ocr methods. 5ec8ef588b
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